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Sissel cushion Soft  
 

Sleep soft and gently support - with the
viscoelastic neck pillow! The Sissel neck
pillow Soft combines the advantages of
the classic Sissel shape, proven a million
times over, with the benefits of a
viscoelastic foam filling. The exceptionally
supple material also offers unique
sleeping comfort to people with particularly
sensitive necks. The Soft neck pillow is
available in two sizes. The pillow has a
velour cover ecru made of 80% cotton and
20% polyester, which is washable at 40
°C.

 CHF 119.00  
      

      

The Swedish original
All SISSEL neck pillows are manufactured with a lot of manual work in the casting process. They offer a
good balance between softness and firmness, are allergy tested, anti-static and can be compressed, but
still return to their original shape after a short time. The pillow core of all SISSEL neck pillows are hand
washable, the covers are machine washable 40 degrees.

Neck and sleep pillow
A natural and unstressed position of the neck and cervical spine is an important factor for restful sleep.
Due to its special slope and shape, an orthopedic neck pillow can be a concrete support to keep the
neck area in the anatomically correct position. MEDIDOR offers a wide range of products of the
traditional Swedish brand SISSEL: pressure-relieving pillows made of viscoelastic special foam, actively
supporting ones made of polyurethane foam but also traditional pillows or those with spelt chaff and
millet husk filling.

not variable in height, instead available in 2 sizes
filled with foam
incl. velour cover ecru
medical product
sizes: 47x33x11cm (M) and 47x33x14cm (L)
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